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For Thursday
❖ get blank big format notecards!

❖ pick 20 ‘incidents’ from your field notes to print out and 
tape/glue them onto 20 notecards!

❖ bring notecards and extra blank notecards to class



The Iterative Model

Movement back!
and forth between!
phases

1) research topic/
questions 

2) �corpus 
construction� 

3) data gathering 

4) analysis 

5) write-up 

Field work

Desk work



Grounded Theory
❖ History – UCSF, dept. of nursing – Strauss, Glaser, 

Corbin, Charmaz, Clarke, et al.!

❖ What is an example of a grounded 
theory…”supernormalizing”!

❖ See “Conceptualization: On Theory and Theorizing 
Using Grounded Theory” Glaser (course website)!

❖ Are we doing true grounded theory or merely 
borrowing the vocabulary?

- For more:  
- http://www.groundedtheoryonline.com/what-is-grounded-theory 
- http://www.groundedtheoryonline.com/what-is-grounded-theory/shape-of-a-grounded-theory



Grounded Theory
Characteristics of a Grounded Theory Approach:!

❖ Analytic codes and categories arise out of the data!

❖ Simultaneous involvement in data collection and 
analysis (or very rapid iteration)!

❖ ‘Sampling’ aimed toward theory construction 
(theoretical sampling)!

❖ Lit review after analysis

- Pg. 5 
- What characterizes this approach 
- Iterative and inductive 
- Lit review after analysis?  Heresy! 
- Data collection and analysis simultaneously – constant comparative method (comparing data in one part of the transcript with another, comparing data 

between interviews) 
-



From Analysis to Write Up

1) Initial coding 

2) focused coding 

3) theoretical coding 

4) memo-writing 

5) draft writing 

G
ra
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y 



Coding…
❖ …is attaching labels to segments of data that depict 

what each segment is about!

❖ …is the bones of your analysis!

❖ …forces you to interact with your data (again and 
again)!

❖ …does not just summarize, but analyzes your data

- of course this needs to be more than just summation (Lofland and Lofland clarify) 
- transcribing an interview is another way to force you to interact with your data.   
-  You sit down and sift through it with careful, dedicated attention



❖ Granularity varies!

❖ Word-by-word, line-by-line, incident-to-incident!

❖ observational data vs. interviews!

❖ Ideas, categories, concepts must “earn their way” into your 
analysis!

❖ in vivo codes (close attention to language)!

❖ Constant comparative method!

❖ Are provisional! (code quickly)

Coding: Key Concepts



Initial coding:!
❖ Remain open!

❖ Stay close to the data!

❖ Keep codes simple and precise!

❖ Construct short codes!

❖ Preserve actions [gerunds – i.e. shifting, 
running, avoiding, attributing]!

❖ Compare data with data!

❖ Move quickly through the data

1) Initial coding 



Focused coding:!

❖ Take most frequent and 
analytically interesting codes 
from the initial coding!

❖ Tying emerging concepts to the 
data (verification process)

1) Initial coding 

2) focused coding 



After Coding: Integration Work
❖ Copy and Paste!

❖ Sorting and Diagramming!

❖ Concept charting!

❖ Flow diagrams!

❖ Experience Models!

❖ Opportunity maps!

❖ Scenarios!

❖ Mockups!

❖ See Lofland and Lofland, Charmaz, 
Blomberg et al.



Memo-writing:!

❖ Transitioning between codes 
and full write up!

❖ Something like blog-writing 
(could even be a public or 
private blog)

1) Initial coding 

2) focused coding 

4) memo-writing 





❖ Moving along quickly to ‘focused coding’!

❖ Do ‘initial’ coding on a selection of the data (the early data, the 
most rich material)!

❖ Software (can be helpful for searching especially)  !

❖ Nvivo (expensive)!

❖ EverNote / OneNote (general purpose)!

❖ SaturateApp (free web service)!

❖ Dedoose (not too expensive, but data loss incident) 

Some Tips and Timesavers

- hyperRESEARCH as another software/app for qual data coding



❖ coding forces you to interact with your data!

❖ emergent concepts, categories must earn their way into 
your analysis (locate them in the data)!

❖ (1) initial and (2) focused coding (don’t worry about the 
others axial, theoretic, etc)!

❖ housekeeping vs. analytic codes — avoid overuse of 
static codes that merely summarize, work to 
conceptualize and abstract

Summary



A Coding Exercise



An Example



❖ Henry: If your original idea was – if the target group was women, the 
poor women, why weren’t these phones strictly earmarked for them?!

❖ Jenna: I don’t know cause there was someone I talked to who was 
talking about how great it was that 80% of village phone operators are 
women…!

❖ Henry: The operators were women but they were not the owners.!

❖ Henry: Here in Uganda the owners most of the owners were men 
actually 90% of the phones were owned by men…!

❖ Jenna: So they were making themselves small amounts, but big profits 
were going to the owners?...[women] were not the entrepreneurs?!

❖ Julius: And even men, men who bought them, women who had them 
as closest to being owners it’s their husbands who facilitated them.



. 

Owner 

Operators 


